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Photo Contest

Food of Guatemala

La Antigua Interactive Map
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places to go, things to do, 

and fun to be had.

DATEBOOK Cultural Events Calendar for October     
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Guatemala’s English-language Ezine

26 Years promoting the 
best of Guatemala
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Shopping - Services 

Real Estate - Travel

Julio Ruben Perez Chutan
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ANTIGuA

CHoCo MuSEo artisanal chocolates, restaurant, classes virtual tour 

CAFé CoNDESA farm-to-table since 1993

CAFETENANGo RESTAuRANT surrounded by gardens and volcano views

CERRo SAN CRiSTobAL organic farm, slow food, garden-to-table restaurant

DEL ARCo RESTAuRANTE excellent food in a beautiful surrounding

DoñA LuiSA XiCoTENCATL home cooked meals and fresh bread baked daily

GuAT-ik biSTRo the ideal place for adventurers of flavor

LA ESTANCiA STEAk HouSE the best Lomito Chapín in town 

LAS PALMAS delicious food & great bar. Live music nightly  

MESÓN PANZA VERDE classic elegance with a twist

RAiNbow restaurant-bar-bookshop yummy food & drinks

SAbERiCo garden restaurant, artisan chocolates, delicatessen

GuATEMALA CITY - ANTIGuA

ARRiN CuAN over three decades offering the best of Guatemalan Cuisine

Click on title to go to desired page
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Shopping

Services

ANTIGuA

CoLibRi Fine handmade textiles and home decor since 1984

LA ANTiGuA GALERíA DE ARTE Contemporary and traditional artists

oRGANiCA SToRE products are 100% organic, 100% gluten free

RANDoM TREASuRES pre-owned clothes, furniture - benefits animal welfare

GuATEMALA CITY

HouSE & GREEN kitchen and restaurant supply

ANTIGuA

CENTRAL AMERiCA LuXuRy PRoPERTiES exclusive real estate virtual tour 

CENTRo ViSuAL G&G ophthamologists / eye and aesthetic center

CoMuNiTEL internet service where no one else gives it

GANoRSA / bRouwER quality products for your family’s pets

HoSPiTAL PRiVADo HERMANo PEDRo 24-hour emergency service 

LA FábRiCA SPoRTS & GyM rock climbing, cross training, bilingual trainers 

MAXiLLoFACiAL CENTRE professional dental care, oral surgury

THE ANTiGuA GuiDE information & locations of Antigua businesses

VET PRo veterinary clinic - English, Spanish, French spoken
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Hotels - Lodging

ANTIGuA

CoLibRi Fine handmade textiles and home decor since 1984

LA ANTiGuA GALERíA DE ARTE Contemporary and traditional artists

oRGANiCA SToRE products are 100% organic, 100% gluten free

RANDoM TREASuRES pre-owned clothes, furniture - benefits animal welfare

GuATEMALA CITY

HouSE & GREEN kitchen and restaurant supply

ANTIGuA

ANTiGuA HoTEL SoLuTioNS several great hotels to choose from

MESÓN PANZA VERDE boutique hotel, art gallery

LAKE ATITLAN

JARDiNES DEL LAGo HoTEL you deserve to relax at the lake

ViLLAS b’ALAM yA travel, tranquility, transcendence

HAWAII / MONTERRICO

PLAyA PLANA relax and enjoy at the pacific coast

RíO DuLCE

HACiENDA TiJAX ecolodge and marina - waterfront cabañas

ANTIGuA

CENTRAL AMERiCA LuXuRy PRoPERTiES exclusive real estate virtual tour 

CENTRo ViSuAL G&G ophthamologists / eye and aesthetic center

CoMuNiTEL internet service where no one else gives it

GANoRSA / bRouwER quality products for your family’s pets

HoSPiTAL PRiVADo HERMANo PEDRo 24-hour emergency service 

LA FábRiCA SPoRTS & GyM rock climbing, cross training, bilingual trainers 

MAXiLLoFACiAL CENTRE professional dental care, oral surgury

THE ANTiGuA GuiDE information & locations of Antigua businesses

VET PRo veterinary clinic - English, Spanish, French spoken

places to go, things to do
and fun to be had

Travel - Tours
ANTIGuA

FiLADELFiA CoFFEE RESoRT farm and production tours, mountain bikes...

ANTIGuA - GuATEMALA CITY - quETzALTENANGO

TuRANSA TRAVEL AGENCy tour packages, bus rental, shuttle service

Click on title to go to desired page
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1st Place Judges’ Pick “From Street Dog to Queen of our Hearts” La Antigua by Debra Pate

“No one appreciates the very special genius of your 
conversation as the dog does.” —Christopher Morley
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Using the interactive features
As you turn a page you’ll notice some of the text/images are briefly highlighted. 

All you have to do is click or tap on them to enter the world of interactivity, including virtual 
reality tours. Double-tap on a page to zoom in. Click on a page to view highlighted content.

In the contents and advertiser index pages just click or tap on whatever subject you’re 
interested in and that’s where you’ll go. Videos will play directly in the page.

From the Publishers

— John & Terry Kovick Biskovich

This month we present one of our favorite themed-issues, Pets in Guatemala. Firstly, we love ani-
mals as do countless Guatemalans. That being the case, this is also a shout out to all of you who 
have rescued an animal, or adopted one, to groups and individuals who work day and night to 

better the lives of animals in Guatemala—sheltering and rehabilitating, organizing sterilization clinics, 
positive-reinforcement trainers, educational reach-outs, groups who work on legal issues which affect 
animals, and people who donate to animal causes. Thousands of starving, injured, sick and frightened 
animals are no longer suffering in unbearable circumstances—because of you. 

We also want to share some of the wonderful images of Pets in Guatemala, a huge thank you to all the 
photographers who entered the October photo contest. Featured Videos—Aiding Animals.

Where Does Your Dog Sleep at Night? by Linda Green, C.T.C. She makes for a compelling case to have 
your dog sleep inside the house with you at night.

Chef Amalia Moreno-Damgaard cooks up Guatemalan Kitchen Camaraderie that includes a recipe for 
Chicken with Loroco Flower Buds and also Arroz con Chipilín.

Border Crossing honors the incredible spirit of Fern Hohman Robinson who passed away in Guate-
mala on Aug. 29, 2018.

The month begins with Día del Niño (Oct. 1) and ends on Oct. 31 with Halloween. In between, 
there are all kinds of activities, events, art shows and more. For some fun listings, you’re just a click 
away on DATEBOOK Cultural Events calendar. For avid readers, the Book Alert includes three offerings 
that may be of interest. 

Art enthusiasts most especially will enjoy this month’s Artist Profile by Sonya Poller featuring the 
work of César Pineda Moncrieff. His exhibit Transitions is open through Nov. 3 at the Fundación Rozas 
Botran Gallery in Cayala, zone 16, Guatemala City. 

In planning ahead for Nov. 1, Hadazul Cruz previews The Kites of Guatemala and an All Saints Day 
Procession with a twist. There is a lot to do and see in October, and we hope you enjoy it all.



INFORMATION FOR THE NOVEMBER PHOTO CONTEST “Food of Guatemala”

PETS of GuaTEmala contest winners
Popular vote  1st Dora Ciriaco 2nd anita Búrbano  3rd amanda González

Judges picks  1st Debra Pate  2nd luis a. Hernández S.  3rd Jorge Revolorio arizandieta

ON THE COVER 
“Banjo in Antigua” by Paula Simmons

PHoToGRaPHERS
Alejandra Durbin • Barbara Buescher • Bo Chelette • Carlos Villegas • Claudia Alcazar 

David Currier • Debra Pate • Edwin Xitumul • Emily Osborne • Guido de León

Javier Lopez • Julio Ruben Perez Chutan • Kate Adair • Lo Reyes • Ludwing Paniagua

Luisa Luna • Luis A. Hernández S. • Paula Simmons

Roberto Contón • Rous Photography • Tono Valdés • Ximena Flamenco

You can see all of the submitted photographs at fb.com/revuemagazine

“It’s always ‘Sit,’ ‘Stay,’ ‘Heel,’—never
‘Think,’ ‘Innovate,’ ‘Be yourself.’” Claudia Alcazar

FB Post
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“Pancho on the summit” Cumbre del volcán Santa Maria, Quetzaltenango by Guido de León
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WHERE DOES YOUR DOG
 SLEEP AT NIGHT?

by Linda Green, CTC

Marilyn and Joe by JB
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No matter what your justifications 
for keeping your dog outside at 
night, I believe there are many 
more good reasons for keeping 

him inside with you.

The usual logic cited is security: Dogs are 
an early warning system by barking and there-
by announcing that thieves are attempting to 
trespass on your property.

In Guatemala, there is a lot of noise at 
night in most neighborhoods. Unfortunately, 
your dog has no idea that you only want him 
to bark at intruders, and lacking a common 
language, you will find it quite difficult to ex-
plain this to him. Thus, your dog will bark at 
pretty much any sound or movement at night. 
This includes cats or rodents on a roof or wall 
(or on a neighbor’s roof or wall), fireworks, 
a siren, any passing person, car, bicycle, dog, 
bird, bat, clouds drifting over the moon, wind 
rustling tree branches—you get the idea.

This random barking generally achieves 
several things besides waking you up. It is 
quite enjoyable for the dog. Dogs LIKE bark-
ing. Usually, the barking dog sets off a chain 
reaction, and the whole neighborhood is sub-
jected to a bunch of dogs barking because the 
other dogs are barking. Over time, you learn 
to ignore the barking. So, if an intruder does 
try to come over your wall, you are most like-
ly not going to pay attention to his barking.

Few people can really sleep soundly when a 
dog is barking outside their window (and the 
dog, obviously, is not sleeping much either), 
so you end up tired and sleep deprived. If you 
don’t respond by coming out to see what the 
ruckus is about, your dog may escalate the 
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“Tocino’s Dream” by Kate Adair
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barking in pure frustration; he is trying to 
warn you about something he perceives 
is dangerous, and you are not listening to 
him!) probably remove this, “We cannot 
know what the dog is thinking.” The bark-
ing is probably keeping your neighbors up, 
too.

An even more persuasive reason to keep 
your dog inside with you is that an intrud-
er can silence your dog in the yard very 
quickly by tossing poisoned bait to him. 
Don’t kid yourself that you can poison-
proof your dog to ignore food tossed into 
the yard. You can’t. You could end up with 
a dead dog and a break-in.

If you are really interested in security, 
keep the dog inside with you at night, pref-
erably in the same room you sleep in. If 
the dog is inside the house, he can’t be poi-
soned. Your dog’s hearing is incredibly sen-
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Linda Green is the co-founder of Unidos para los Animales/Guatemala (United for Animals) and an honors graduate of The Academy for 
Dog Trainers, one of the most rigorous, advanced programs in dog behavior and training in the world. www.academyfordogtrainers.com

sitive. He will hear someone trying 
to break in and begin barking. The 
intruder will be left with the doubt 
as to where the barker is and how big 
it is. He will also know that he has 
lost any element of surprise. This is 
a much bigger deterrent than a dog 
loose in a yard.

Another benefit is that although 
your dog hears so much more than 
you do, when he is inside the house 
he is much less likely to (hear or see) 
alert to the cat on the fence and bark 
at it. Dogs also watch our body lan-
guage and take cues from us. If they 
see that we are not interested in or 
alarmed by the bell on the bicycle 
passing outside, they often quickly 
learn to ignore the sound and not 
bark. So, you will both sleep better, 

and if your dog does bark and wake 
you, it is probably worth getting up 
and checking.

Finally, from the dog’s point of 
view, being inside with you only 
strengthens his bond to you and your 
family and increases his feeling of be-
longing and his desire to protect you. 
Dogs are not solitary animals. They 
gravitate to other dogs and to people. 
Especially if you only have one dog, 
sleeping alone outside and away from 
you is very hard for him. Some of the 
best time I spend with my dogs is 
with them curled up at my feet while 
I watch TV, read a book, or work on 
the computer. Knowing that my dog 
is near my bed at night makes me feel 
secure and being close to me makes 
my dog feel secure, too. 

“Kyra baby beagle” by Rous Photography

“Maya and friend” by Ximena Flamenco
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Linda Green is the co-founder of Unidos para los Animales/Guatemala (United for Animals) and an honors graduate of The Academy for 
Dog Trainers, one of the most rigorous, advanced programs in dog behavior and training in the world. www.academyfordogtrainers.com

“Maya and friend” by Ximena Flamenco



Guatemalan experience

garden restaurant 

artisan chocolates 

delicatessen



La Antigua Guatemala
6a Avenida Sur #7

Tel: 7832-0648

Guatemalan experience

Guatemala City
Vía 4, 1-43 zona 4

Tel: 2362-1254

Chocolatería Grab & Go

saberico.com.gt

saberico restaurantesaberico

raw food vegan gluten free



3rd Place Judges’ Vote “The Sky in your eyes” by Jorge Armando Revolorio Arizandieta

There are two means of refuge from the miseries of life: 
music and cats.   —Albert Schweitzer



Tour Packages, Bus Rental w/driver, Shuttle Service, Hotel Reservations & More.
Worldwide Air Tickets, Professional staff, high quality service for individuals or groups. 

24 hour assistance (502) 5651-2289

ESKALA ROOSEVELT  
Carr. Roosevelt Km. 13.8 Zona 7  local 119 
Centro Comercial; PBX: 23905757  

     PRADERA XELA, QUETZALTENANGO   
Tels 77637475  -  79680272/3

77675913/14   

THESE AGENCIES OPEN 
365 DAYS A YEAR uNTIL 8:00 P.M.

Guatemala City, Zona Viva       
Walking distance from all the Zona Viva Hoteles.

12 Calle 1-25 Edif. Géminis 10 , zona 10 LOCAL 310
Tels: 2338-2361 74/98/99

    Aguilar Batres 
Tels:  244-244/67/68/69         

Antigua Guatemala
Tels: 7938-5113 / 5651-2289

info@turansa.com 
(reservations & payment online)

turansa.com

Visit our website and Suscribe for discounts and services 

turansa.com/blog

OuR AGENCIES (Ask for our business hours)

find us on
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Guide to culture and 
upcoming events
theantiguaguide.com/calendar

DATEBOOK
OCTOBER 2018

Art Exhibits

Live Music

Workshops

Conferences

Festivals

Benefits

Films

Photography

Celebrations

Tours

Classes

Theater

Guide to culture and 
upcoming events
theantiguaguide.com/calendar
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Rogelio Barillas

La Antigua Galeria de Arte is featuring our 
stable of Guatemalan artists.

We invite the public to explore the differ-
ent artistic expressions, styles and tech-
niques of more than 40 of the Guatemalan 
artists represented in our collection.   

Also enjoy the new arrivals by well-known 
Guatemalan artist ROGELiO BARiLLAS, that 
through his fascinating use of volume de-
picts these spectacular characters in his 
paintings, expressing love, happiness, no-
bility and optimism. 
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5a Avenida Norte # 29 
(near the arch) 

La Antigua Guatemala

Tel (502) 7832-5911

VISITING HOuRS: 
everyday from 9am to 7pm

laantiguagaleria@gmail.com
info@laantiguagaleria.com 

laantiguagaleria.com
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“Anita Loquita” La Antigua by Emily Osborne

I love a dog. He does nothing for political reasons.
                      —Will Rogers
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Founded in 1984
Colibrí offers fine quality hand-woven 
textile products crafted by more than 
500 Mayan women in 25 small villages 
throughout Guatemala.

The products incorporate 
the ancient art of back strap 
weaving with contemporary

 design and function.

Daily 9am-6pm

4a Calle Oriente #3B, La Antigua   - Tel. 7832 5028  -  textilescolibri@turbonett.com
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Handmade chocolate 
from Guatemalan 

Cacao Beans

ChocoMuseo, 
Antigua

4a calle oriente #14
Tel: 7832-4520

ChocoMuseo, 
Calle del Arco

5a avenida norte #15C
Tel: 7832-0219

ChocoMuseo, 
Cayalá

Paseo Cayalá, Guatemala
Tel: 2493-8179

ChocoMuseo, 
Panajachel

Calle Santander, Panajachel
Tel: 7762-2639
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CLICK FOR 3D VIRTuAL TOuR

antigua@chocomuseo.com

chocomuseo.com   
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Honorable Mention “Joy / Alegría” Pachalí by Alejandra Durbin

“Dogs are not our whole life, but they 
make our lives whole.”   —Roger Caras
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During the last days of October strong winds 
start to blow in Guatemala, and that can only 
mean two things. It is the end of the rainy sea-
son, and it is time to fly kites. 

Kids are officially out of school, and they run to buy col-
orful kites from vendors in neighborhood shops, at the mar-
kets and town plazas.

The Kites of 
Guatemala

A Connection to the Hereafter

above: “Day of the Dead” photo by David A. Dean
left: “Los colores de los barriletes” photo by Rosalinda Gordillo
right: “Barriletes Gigantes de Guatemala, photo by Roberto Cantón

by Hadazul Cruz
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But beyond the fun that kites bring 
to children, Guatemalan kites have a 
deeply religious and cultural meaning. 
On “Día de Muertos” (Nov. 1-Nov. 
2) Guatemalans believe that the souls 
of their ancestors have permission to 
come and visit loved ones, and kites 
become the communication channel 
between the world of the living and 
the world of the departed.

“Volando como Barrilete” by Tono Valdés
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It is believed that the larger and 
more colorful a kite is intensivies the 
communications with the departed. 
This is why people put a lot of effort 
into every kite they make. The whole 
family works together, and creativity, 
skills, techniques emerge.

Townspeople in Santiago and 
Sumpango Sacatepéquez, are true 
artistical examples. They organize 
Giant Kites Festivals that takes place 
on Nov. 1 & 2. Both residents and 
tourists from the world over come to 
admire this colorful and sacred tradi-
tion. These festivals are so important, 
that were declared National Cultural 
Heritage by President Óscar Berger 
Perdomo on October 30, 1998.

“Preparándonos para guíar a los 
ancestros” by David Currier
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Festivals take place from 7am 
to 6pm, on November 1 and 2. If 
you are interested in attending, we 
recommend getting there as early as 
possible, there will be, music, typi-
cal food, kites contest, and more.

Parking places are available, but 
the spaces fill up fast. Be prepared 
to find traffic on the way to these 
towns.

It is a Guatemalan tradition you 
won’t want to miss. 

Giant Kites at the ready 
by Carlos Villegas



 50 2nd Place Judges’ Vote “Chico” El Aprisco by Luis A. Hernández S.
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PrODuCTs:
100% Organic, 100% Gluten Free, 100% KsA Kosher, 100% Non GMO, 100% Non MsG

/OrganicaGuatemala

Antigua Guatemala
5a Calle Poniente #6

Tel: 7832-6533

Carretera a El Salvador
Km. 15.5 Condado Concepción

Fase 1, local 21
Tel: 6634-7077

Diagonal 6, 16-23, zona 10
Centro Comercial La Villa

locales del 1 al 3
Tel: 2363-5375

Centro Comercial
Vía Majadas, local 15

Tel: 2473-8285
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OK ! HELP !! by Bo Chelette

“Time spent with cats is never wasted.“
                     —Sigmund Freud
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Inside La Casa del Conde, West side of the Central Park, Antigua
OPEN HOURS: 7am - 8pm Sun-Thu    7am - 9pm Fri-Sat

Breakfast served all day! Sunday Brunch

Seasonal Daily Specials
Omelets, Pancakes, Quiche, French Toast, 
Sandwiches, Salads, Soups, Cakes, Pies, 
Muffins, Scones, Smoothies, Espresso, 
Cappuchino, Chai.

Local, organic ingredients, free range eggs, 
whole milk.

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

lastrescondesas@hotmail.com
PBX: 7832-0038cafecondesa.com.gt
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“You just need to rest and relax” by Javier Lopez

Cats have it all - admiration, an endless sleep, 
and company only when they want it. —Rod McKuen
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DOÑA LUISA 
XICOTENCATL

Restaurant and Bakery

Fresh Bread & rolls daily

home-cooked meals

Whole Wheat, Raisin, All-Grain, Black Olive,
White, Potato & Onion Rolls, Banana Bread

Breakfasts, Sandwiches, Burgers, 
Stuffed Potatoes, Cakes, Pies & Cookies

todos los días hay

Integral, Pasas, Todos los Granos, Aceitunas Negras,
Blanco, Panitos de Papa & Cebolla, Pan de Banano

como hechos en casa

Desayunos, Sandwiches, Hamburguesas, 
Papas Horneadas, Pastels, Pays & Galletas

At our business, we care about 
the environment. Forty employees 

worked with the Guatemalan 
reforestation program, INAB, 
to plant 750 cypress trees in 

the town of El Hato near Antigua.

Tel: 7832-2578  -  dlxpan@gmail.com donaluisaxicotencatl.com

4a. calle oriente #12  La Antigua G. 

Recognized with distinctive 
TOURISM QUALITY

Sello Q Guatemala
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1st Place Popular Vote “It's friendlier than it looks.” San Juan Alotenago by Dora Ciriaco

“Pixel the Yorkie” La Antigua by Ludwing Paniagua
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2nd Place Popular Vote “Mi amor perruno” 
Panajachel by Anita Búrbano

3rd Place Popular Vote “Itzia, princess of the house” 
San Miguel Petapa by Amanda González

Honorable Mention “A look is worth a thousand 
words” Rabinal Baja Verapaz by Edwin Xitumul “The Best Friend, a little spoiled” by Lo Reyes
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Perhaps one of the best ways to bond with anyone 
is in the kitchen. After all, this is a place where 
people gather to create delicious masterpieces 
and share experiences.

I was invited once again to present at the World of the 
Latino Cuisine in New Jersey recently. This is an annual 
event that attracts people from all walks of life of the food 
industry, from food manufacturers and vendors, to chefs 
and foodies, and more.

One of the main reasons I enjoy this event is because 
I reconnect with old and make new friends from around 
Latin America and the U.S. This year I made new special 
friends from Peru and Cuba. We exchanged not only busi-
ness cards but good vibes full of Latin American pride.

Guatemalan Kitchen Camaraderie 
with mucho Sabor and Comfort text & photos by 

chef and author
Amalia Moreno-Damgaard

Amalia’s
Kitchen
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Cooking in a kitchen with chef friends 
from all over is not only fun, but an edu-
cational experience for all of us as we learn 
from each other in the areas of cuisine 
specialty, unique techniques that apply to 
a particular dish, or discovering new ingre-
dients. 

During masterpiece show-cooking ses-
sions, I presented star dishes like Pollo en 
Crema con Loroco and Arroz con Chipilin 
to a high energy and a hungry and diverse 
crowd. Between storytelling and small 
bites, people asked intriguing questions 
about the cuisine and each dish.

Show-cooking is an effective way to 
entertain while delivering culinary and 
nutritional value in addition to culture 
and history. Two key questions during my 
demonstrations were about the special in-
gredients loroco and chipilin.  What an ex-
cellent opportunity to introduce people to 
new ingredients through a Q&A session. 

Loroco (fernaldia pandurata) is the bud 
of a flower and vine native to the Meso-
american region, namely Guatemala and 
El Salvador with a tender texture and dis-
tinctive aroma. The cuisines of these two 
countries use it in many preparations from 
stews and soups, to pupusas and tamales 
and rice dishes, and beyond.

Chipilin (crotalaria longirostrata) is a 
plant with delicate leaves used mainly in 
rice and tamales and other dishes. Like lo-
roco, chipilin is native to the Mesoameri-
can region and it is also an ingredient in 
the cuisine within the area of Chiapas, 
Mexico, where it also grows liberally.
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What I find most intriguing about these plants and 
culinary ingredients is that both are delicate in flavor 
but particularly robust in aroma. Using fresh buds and 
leaves is always best, but in the U.S. they are mostly 
available frozen or jarred in a brine (loroco).  I opt for 
the frozen plants.

Interested in trying two beautiful dishes full of 
Guatemalan sabor and comfort? Here are the recipes.

¡BueN provecho!

POLLO EN CREMA Y LOROCOS
Chicken with Loroco Flower Buds and Cream Sauce

Recipe by Chef Amalia Moreno-Damgaard (AmaliaLLC.com)

Pollo en crema y lorocos is a delectable dish from 
Oriente in eastern Guatemala. Loroco is the flower 
bud of a plant native to Central America. It is deli-
cate, aromatic, has a strong flowery-earthy flavor, and 
holds up well during cooking. Loroco is best when 

eaten fresh. Alternatively, use frozen buds. Loroco is 
great in stews and when mixed with cheese, it makes 
an excellent filling for Empanadas de Loroco y Re-
quesón (loroco flower buds and ricotta cheese-stuffed 
corn masa cakes). 

Serves 4 to 6 people

4 to 6 skinless chicken thighs, visible fat removed
1-1/2 cups fat-free, low-sodium chicken stock 
2 corn tortillas, torn into small pieces
1/2 cup julienned yellow onion
2 minced garlic cloves
3/4 cup julienned red bell pepper
1/2 cup small-diced Roma tomatoes
1 tablespoon butter
1/3 cup frozen loroco flower buds, thawed and 
separated
1/2 cup fresh Guatemalan cream (or Latino table 
cream)
1 teaspoon kosher salt 
Freshly ground white pepper
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Garnish
1/2 cup minced red bell pepper, sautéed

In a medium pot, cook the chicken in the 
stock with the tortilla pieces for 20 to 30 
minutes.

Transfer the chicken to a dish and keep 
it warm. Mash the tortillas and stock until 
they are well incorporated. Set aside.

In a medium skillet, sauté the onions, 
garlic, peppers, and tomatoes in the but-
ter for 3 to 4 minutes. Add the loroco and 
sauté 1 minute. Add the cream and the 
thickened stock. Season the mixture with 
salt and pepper. Return the chicken to the 
skillet and spoon the sauce over the chick-
en. Simmer covered for 5 to 10 minutes. 
Taste and adjust seasonings, if needed.

Serve the dish garnished with minced 
red and green peppers.

ARROZ CON CHIPILÍN
Guatemalan Vegetable Rice

Recipe by Chef Amalia Moreno-Damgaard 
(AmaliaLLC.com)

Rice is a staple in Guatemalan kitch-
ens because so many Guatemalan dishes 
are saucy. The rice absorbs delicious juices 
and flavors and provides a break from spicy 
dishes. Guatemalan rice can be made with 
all the vegetables in this recipe or with just 
a few. Many different versions of this reci-
pe exist throughout Guatemala.

Serves 4 to 6 people

1 cup long-grain white rice
1 tablespoon canola oil
3 1/2 tablespoons finely chopped yellow 
onion.

Loroco
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1/2 teaspoon minced garlic
1/2 cup julienned red bell pepper
1/2 cup julienned carrots
1/2 cup chipilin leaves, roughly 
chopped
1/2 cup finely chopped Roma to-
mato
Pinch of ground cloves
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt 
Freshly ground black pepper
2 cups fat-free, low-sodium chick-
en stock
1/2 cup frozen baby peas, thawed

Sauté the rice in the oil for 1 
minute. Add the onion and sauté 1 
minute. Add the garlic and sauté 1 
minute. Add the bell pepper, carrots, 
chipilín, and tomatoes and sauté 1 
minute. Finally, add the cloves, salt, 
pepper, and stock and stir well. Bring 
to a quick boil, lower the heat, and 
simmer covered until most of the liq-
uid is absorbed (15 to 20 minutes).

Add the peas, turn off the heat, 
cover, and steam the peas with the re-
sidual heat. Fluff the rice and vegeta-
bles with a fork right before serving. 

AMALIA’S NOTE
I don’t rinse packaged forti-
fied rice because water washes 
away the added nutrients. Rins-
ing doesn’t speed the process 
or do anything that cooking 
wouldn’t do. This recipe makes 
delicious and fluffy rice in min-
utes. Rinse rice only if you are 
unsure of its source or its pro-
cessing.

Chipilín
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INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A MAYA 
ARCHAEOLOGIST by Edwing M. Shook

“LOS NAWALES”:  THE ANCIENT ONES
  MERCHANTS, WIVES AND LOVERS: 
  THE CREATION STORY OF MAXIMóN

Vincent Stanzione is a master storyteller, and in his new book, Los Nawales: The Ancient 
Ones, he tells the ancestral story of the Tz’utujil Maya market women, their wandering mer-
chant men and their eventual need to create a protector and guide: Rilaj Mam-Maximón, 
the Beloved Ancestor.

THE MAKING OF “IN THE KINGDOM OF MESCAL: 
AN INDIAN FAIRY-TALE FOR ADuLTS”
by Nan Cuz

read more

read more

read more

An indian boy, Blackhair, the young seeker at the heart of “In the Kingdom of Mescal,” uses 
a magic potion as the medium for transportation of the mind. Just as the prince visits other 
planets, each of which reveals a new story, so Blackhair embarks on a journey of revelation 
and gains a greater understanding of himself and the world around him.

BooK ALerT

Ed Shook approaches the reader of Incidents in the Life of a Maya Archaeologist “with 
outstretched arms and a toothy grin” and welcomes the unsuspecting into a life that, as he 
tells Winifred Veronda, didn’t progress from point A to point B but zigzagged from a night 
school engineering class to six decades as a Mayanist.
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Cultural Events      Live Music
video: laura mcnamara
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FEATURED VIDEOS, GUATEMALA

Filadelfia Coffee Tour in Antigua

Amalia's Guatemalan Kitchen - Award-Winning & Bestselling Cookbook Trailer
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With a view to Agua, Fuego and 
Acatenango Volcanoes, 

CAFETEnAnGO 
r e s t a u r a n t 

complements its unique 
atmosphere, surrounded
 by its gardens and coffee 

plantations.

Try our amazing coffee, 
produced in-house, from 

the grain to your cup!

Tel. (502) 7728-0800   -   hotel@filadelfiaresort.com  
150m. North from Iglesia de San Felipe de Jesús, La Antigua G. filadelfiaresort.com
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produce delivered
straight to your door!

Farm to Table     Fair Trade     Zero Waste    Organic

Harvested the day before delivery and    
hand-picked especially for you

www.botica-verde.com
@laboticaverdegt

+502 3214-3277

Order online today!
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OPEN EVERyDAy
Breakfast Buffets
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays
7:30am - 12pmBREATHTAKING VIEWS OF ANTIGUA

Organic Farm
Slow Food

Garden-to-Table

restcerrosancristobal.com
15 min. from the central park / Q10 Shuttle leaving Sat. & Sun. from Nim Po’t, Calle del Arco #29

Available for Special Events
T: 5941-8145, 7832-2681
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Dogs have Moods Too
"Our expectations of dogs are very high. The standard we have set for them is one we would consider 
absurd for any other species of animal, including ourselves. We want no aggressive behavior directed at 
humans, of even the most ritualized sort, at any time, over the entire course of the dog's life. 

This is exactly like you going a lifetime without ever once losing your temper, swearing at another 
driver in traffic, being rude to someone in a line, writing a hot letter to the editor, defending yourself 
from what you perceive to be a threat, calling a lawyer or saying something mean to your spouse that 
you later regret.”   

                —The Academy for Dog Trainers (academyfordogtrainers.com) thanks to Linda Green

“Jack makes a new friend” San Pedro la Laguna by Barbara Buescher
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Centro Gerencial Marqués de Rubio calle de los duelos esquina con callejón de las Beatas Indias 

oficinas 1-4, La Antigua G.  -    Tel: 78325850/78739275 /78326672  -   whatsapp 44314822

centrovisualgyg.com

José R. Golcher MD, Cornea, Cataract and Lasik surgeon
Dalia González de Golcher MD, 

Vitreous-Retinal and Aesthetic medicine surgeon

Sp ecia l i zed Ophthalmologis t s

/centro visual g&g
info@centrovisualgyg.com

VISIT OuR ONLINE CATALOg: Frames, contact lenses and accessories!
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MAXILLOFACIAL CENTRE
Dr. Luis Ramírez, DDS, OMS

Professional 
Dental Care

General Dentistry
Maxillofacial Surgery
Dental implants
Oral Rehabilitation

DR. LUiS RAMíREZ, DDS, OMS, 
is a specialist in oral and 

maxillofacial surgery, 
orthodontics, dental implants, 

and oral rehabilitation. 

TMJ Therapy
Jaw Surgery
Teeth Whitening
Orthodontics

Maxillofacial Centre is the ONLy ONE 
with 3D Dental Tomography and

CAD/CAM Dental Lab in Guatemala.

Spanish, English and German Spoken - Calle Real de Santa ines #9A La Antigua Guatemala 

info@maxillofacialcentre.com - Tel: 7832-6002 maxillofacialcentre.com
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•  Medicine and General Surgery 
•  Pediatrics 
•  Maternity & Gynecology 
•  Traumatology, Orthopedics & Arthroscopy
•  Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery 
•  Laparoscopic Videosurgery 
•  Otorhinolaryngology 
•  Urology
•  Cardiology
•  Clinic Laboratory
•  Videoendoscopy 

•  Videocolonoscopy  
•  X-rays 
•  Electrocardiogram 
•  Mammography
•  Ultrasound 
•  Computerized Axial
    Tomography 
•  Electroencephalogram 
•  Osseous Densitometry 
•  Ambulance Service

Avenida de La Recolección #4, La Antigua Guatemala

24-hour Emergency Service & Medical Consultation

Services we provide

ospital Privado
ermano PedroH

PBX: 7790-2000

hpantigua@gmail.com
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Happy Guests

Kayak Tour

videos by Eugenio Gobbato

Hacienda Tixax VideosHacienda Tixax Videos



 75tijax.com

Hacienda Tijax
Ecolodge & Marina

Waterfront Cabañas 
Full Service Marina

Restaurant & Bar
Swimming Pool

Reforestation Project
Jungle Sky Trail
Bird Watching  

Horseback Riding 
Tours & Much More

Tels: 7930-5505/07 info@tijax.com

Río Dulce - Caribbean - Reserve
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Hotel Overview

Sea Turtle Conservation

video by Trishoot Studio

video by Edgar Solorzano

Playa Plana VideosPlaya Plana Videos
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Transition. That inevitable, beautiful, com-
plex and perhaps trepidatious moment 
when we transform from one state-of-be-
ing to another; from “thisness” to “other-

ness.” To be more exact, the lapse of time, a dream-like 
state, just before we forget who we are and pass into 
the great unknown. This is what artist César Pineda 
Moncrieff passionately explores in his new solo-exhi-
bition Transitions at the Rozas Botran Gallery in Paseo 
Cayala (espacio Cultural FRB), zone 16 through No-
vember 3, 2018.

Moncrieff fearlessly examines the spiritual, psycho-
logical and aesthetic aspects of transition through a 
range of artistic work that encompasses surreal, cub-
ist, realistic and abstract interpretations of the path to 
an alternate reality. Transition or transformation forms 
an important aspect of many spiritual traditions, such 
as in the bardo in Buddhism (a liminal state between 
death and rebirth) however, Moncrieff continues this 
theme from a personal and intuitive point of view with 
a wide, complex, dark but ultimately hopeful vision. 
His art melds memories, symbolism, abstract expres-
sion and nostalgia with the anticipation of newness 
and opportunity in this seminal moment.

“For many years, I’ve had the idea, practically a type 
of obsession, with the finality of life ... in this exhibi-
tion, there are many lapses of time in which I try to 
enter the moment of intuition.”

Although the theme of transition may be interpreted 

Transitions & Explosions of Intuition 
A Portrait of Artist César Pineda Moncrieff

Sueño de Luces

by Sonya Poller

Art is a key and a way to encounter other spaces within 
me. Something more ancient, it is something deeply 

intuitive ... It is a connection with myself 
and something beyond that.

                             — César Pineda Moncrieff
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as something dark, Moncrieff doesn’t see this as neces-
sarily negative. “People can take it as is, but I think 
there is a bit of hope through the transcendence of life 
and the transformation of one point to another. We be-
lieve we have an end, but it transforms into something 
else. It is a hope for the transcendence to continue to 
exist in some form in another dimension.”

Moncrieff goes on to explain that although these 
moments of transition are unavoidable, they are wor-
thy of exploration. “I think a lot of people don’t want 
to face this moment, but it will pass for all of us. I 
don’t know if we will pass this moment just once, or 
many times, but I think it is the only definite thing 
in this life. I feel that it provides a strong motive of 
inspiration and to search.”

Transitions is Moncrieff’s first large-scale solo exhi-
bition and for him, this exhibition is also about explor-
ing new areas and breaking new ground. Moncrieff is 
well-known for his surrealistic dream-like narratives 
in his paintings. In Transitions, he continues with his 
theme of storytelling, however, with various shifts in 
focus to that of mini-worlds with fragments of beings 
and symbols that represent other parts of reality. His 

stories have evolved to reveal different kinds of narra-
tives; they reflect particular moments, flashes and frag-
mentations that occur before a transformation.

Transitions is an eclectic mix of thoughtful rumi-
nations and expressions of states of being outside or 
our normal perceptions of reality; it also represents an 
exciting trajectory of transitions within Moncrieff’s 
body of work. Moncrieff’s colorful digital pieces are a 
reminder of his previous focus on surrealistic dreams-
capes and fantastical worlds such as in Danza del Des-
tino showing two fish-like hands knitting with a fish 
hook. However, his majestic red horse, a fighting bull, 
a regal rooster with a stained glass-colored effect, and 
a graffiti-style sardonic green cat represent a group of 
characters where the artistic line is more realistic.

These pieces lead to a more whimsical part of Tran-
sitions, where we see a range of expressive cats, and 
Moncrieff explores the many sides of their feline per-
sonalities. Moncrieff notes that the cats were born out 
of experimentation with various materials and an op-
portunity to play with humor and character. “A cat 
can be a joker and have a dark and somewhat complex 
rogue-like character, and I love having the freedom to 
explore this.”

Vestigios de Ciudad

Danza del Destino
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Moncrieff presents a number of nostalgic portraits 
of characters passing through their transformations. 
The striking Paraguas Rojo or the Golondrina series 
are romantic, melancholic, and almost peaceful in-
terpretations of the event. Then there are the myste-
rious and far-away cities or castles that are “passages 
of memories of things forgotten.” Then one sees how 
Moncrieff begins to integrate characters into the cit-
ies, how they become interwoven into the fabric of a 
city. “It’s reminiscent of when you go to a place or city, 
and there is a particular energy and sensations that are 
a part of the architecture,” he says. “It is very much 
based on intuition.”

Numbers & cups
Symbols and numerology are a frequent motif 

for Moncrieff. Keys, clocks, cups, trees, chairs, fish-
ing hooks and other symbols act as glyphs and hid-
den messages that have more direct significance to the 
subconscious. They are used as messages to the one 
experiencing the transition. “They are not like words, 

We can go on to explore paintings based on sym-
bols and physical objects, some of these are even in-
tegrated into his pieces (La Llave and Doce Menos 
Cinco) to represent a materialization of these ideas. 
Finally, there are compositions where he has removed 

the cities and castles so that we are left only with the 
concept of place and parallel dimensions where transi-
tions or transformations occur. This is most apparent 
in the visually impressive colorful mosaic, Sueño de 
Luces.  

One of the most notable artworks in Transitions is 
Moncrieff’s painting of an old caoba (wood) door. The 
door is colorfully painted with symbols that light up 
the piece, exuding the idea of a magical entryway. The 
door itself is a recurrent and essential symbol in Tran-
sitions, a type of magical realism, integrated into some 
Moncrieff’s paintings. At the top of the door is a moon 
with brightly diffused yellow, it is at the center of a 
pictorial clock comprised of symbols which serve as 
anchors and fragments of life or another reality. “The 
beautiful thing,” he says, is that the door is an entrance 
to the sensations and memories of a person’s life. It’s a 
place where you leave your body, and you stop being 
yourself. That is why there are two chairs, they repre-
sent the moment when you sit in front of yourself.”

La Llave

La Puerta
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Gato
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you absorb objects or symbols, you can give them the 
meaning you want, but the object will remain.”

For example, Moncrieff uses the symbol of a cup in 
many of his paintings. The cup, Moncrieff explains, is 
used as an entrance into dreams, like drinking a cup of 
tea in order to sleep. This drowsiness helps one enter 
into another lapse of reality. The other symbols have 
personal meaning for Moncrieff; however, he is hesitant 
to reveal definite translations. He says interpretation 
should be personal and fluid, that defining the meaning 
would limit the energy of the artwork. Moncrieff says 
that numbers are also a relatively constant presence in 
his work as they are counters or containers of time that 
can reflect cycles that occur outside of our conscious-
ness and mark key points in our transformation.

Should a hand Look Like a hand?
Moncrieff cites numerous and eclectic influences 

for this exhibition. Paul Klee, Chagall, Torres-Garcia 
and Tamayo are among the most prominent. Upon re-
flection, Moncrieff notes the forms of art he explores 
in Transitions include futurism, cubism, surrealism as 
well as Latin American and Maya art and archeologi-
cal references.

Born in Guatemala City in the 1980s, Moncrieff 
found art in his early twenties. He always knew that he 
had an introspective and expressive nature. However, 
it wasn’t until the end of a long-term relationship that 
forced him to grow as a person and express himself 
in different and creative ways. His therapy was draw-
ing and painting. As the publicity agency where he 
worked noticed his talent and encouraged him to con-
tinue, he has never looked back. For him art is more 
than just a calling, it is a way of life.

“Art is a key and a way to encounter other spaces 
within me. Something more ancient, it is something 
deeply intuitive. Sometimes it is an exercise that goes 
to the center of the abstract. It complicated to give 
and receive this information verbally. It is a connec-

tion with myself and something beyond that.”

For Moncrieff, finding his artistic style has been 
one of the most significant challenges. “Should a hand 
look exactly like a hand?” asks Moncrieff. Through 
years of studying art and experimentation, Moncrieff 
has found his own way to resolve artistic forms. In 
Transitions, he has maintained his unique voice while 
being genuine to his vision. Although there are varia-
tions, his themes, patterns, forms, and interpretations 
remain his uniquely. Moncrieff is adamant that transi-
tion is key to evolving as an artist, that it is necessary 
for a full artistic life. Life and motivation for Mon-
crieff are inexorably connected to that of the ability to 
express and to transform.

explosions of Intuition & Spirituality
One of the most fascinating aspects of Transitions 

for Moncrieff was the process of creation and experi-
mentation with a new way of working. In some of his 
original pieces, Moncrieff explores a pure, freer form 
of painting, creating the pieces in the same moment 
as a thought or ideas. Often in his previous work, he 
would make numerous sketches and intricately plan a 
scenario around a central character.

Transiciones

Paraguas Rojo
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“What I needed was to explore and create in the mo-
ment that an idea came to me. They were like small 
explosions of intuition. I can compare it to an antenna 
recording signals and imbuing the material with that 
energy. If you step in newly paved cement and return 
in 50 years, that moment will still be there. That’s 
what I wanted.”

To achieve the desired effects in Transitions, Mon-
crieff uses a wide range of materials such as paper, 
masonite, canvas, wood and leather. He often paints 
with acrylic and creates textures with a type of plasti-
cine. His recent experiments feature the use of carbon. 
Moncrieff notes that carbon can create smokey or blur 
pieces that give a more spiritual appearance. “It gives 
the sensation of a memory, or of an energy of a past life 
or something very far away,” he says. Moncrieff says he 
would like to continue to explore ideas of transition 
is his work and the spiritual theme of transcendence 
especially through the integration and use of objects 
and three-dimensional aspects.

Working with different techniques has meant discov-
ering new things inside himself, says Moncrieff and that 
will undoubtedly continue throughout his career. How-
ever, ultimately, the various techniques will lead to the 
same place of capturing spiritual elements, exploring un-
known universal experiences, and pushing the limits of 
understanding of our realities. “What I want is for people 
(in Transitions) is to have contact with something more 
spiritual and that they feel the sensation to cross into an-
other dimension.” Certainly, the artwork of Moncrieff 
provides that opportunity to connect with something 
that is more than ourselves.

Transitions also feature artwork by Álvaro Sanchez. 
Fundacion Rozas Botran Gallery (Espacio Cultural FRB) 
Paseo Cayala, zone 16 through Nov. 3, 2018. 

Artist Carlos Pineda Moncrieff

For more about César Pineda Moncrieff’s work
cesarpmoncrieff.com 

instagram.com/cesar.pineda.moncrieff/
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Cerca del Cero
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IN TRIBuTE TO THE 
departed faithful

A 69-YEAR ANNIVERSARY PROCESSION

In La Antigua Guatemala an extraordinary 
procession, Jesús Sepultado, begins at Es-
cuela de Cristo and winds its way through 
the main streets of town. But it’s not Holy 

Week, it’s November 1, All Saints Day.

Photo by Elena Gaytán, courtesy of Hermandad de la Escuela de Cristo
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Photo courtesy of 
Hermandad de la Escuela de Cristo
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Photo by Jurgen Wellmann, courtesy of Hermandad de la Escuela de Cristo

Photog courtesy of 
Hermandad de la Escuela de Cristo

Beginning in 1949, the Hermandad de 
la Escuela de Cristo agreed to hold a sol-
emn procession on All Saints Day offering 
a posthumous tribute to departed loved 
ones, especially those who had been part of 
the Hermandad and those who were faith-
ful devotees of Jesús Sepultado.

 

The procession passes through Central 
Park at approximately 5 p.m. then a few 
hours later, at 7pm, at Antigua’s Cemetery, 
see map on the opposite page. 
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NOVEMBER 01   2:45PM 
ESCUELA DE CRISTO CHURCH
1a Av. End Calle de los Pasos, south Antigua G.
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Arts for a Single Society (CASS), established to 
promote participation in the cultural life of Greater 
New Haven. She resided for many years on McKinley 
Avenue in Westville and loved gardening and listening 
to classical music. Fern retired to Northampton, MA, 
spending winters in Guatemala.

Fern is survived by her three children, Alice 
Robinson of Austin, TX; Scott Robinson of Sri Lanka 
and Nancy Robinson of Peru; seven grandchildren; 
her dear sister-in-law Rosemary Hohman of Bethany, 
CT and family.  Fern had moved to New Haven to be 
closer to her brother, Robert D. Hohman, a cadet at 
Yale.  

Border Crossing
FERN HOHMAN ROBINSON

1924-2018

A Proud Woman 
Veteran and a Fighter 

to the End

Fern Hohman Robinson died on August 
29, 2018, in Guatemala at the age of 93 of 
pulmonary fibrosis. A long-term resident of 
New Haven, she graduated from Southern 

Connecticut State University with a B.S. and an M.S. 
in Political Science focusing on Central and Eastern 
European Studies. She was awarded three Fulbright 
fellowships for summer study in Romania, the Soviet 
Union, and Poland as part of her degree program. Fern 
was also named Woman of the Year by the American 
Association of University Women and nominated to 
Who’s Who in American Universities and Colleges in 
1976.

Born in Pittsburgh, PA on November 10, 1924, 
Fern June Hohman joined the Women’s Air Force in 
1949, becoming a certified psychiatric social worker. 
She met her husband, Captain David Livingstone 
Robinson, while assigned to Hamilton Air Force Base 
outside San Francisco, CA.  She was later a diplomat’s 
wife in the Middle East and South America and a 
world traveler through Asia, Europe, and Central 
America. 

Fern taught for many years in the New Haven 
school system and also worked at the Department of 
Spanish and Portuguese at Yale. She founded Cultural 
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Fern’s family would also like to reflect on her as a 
person because her life accomplishments only tell part 
of the story. Fern was otherworldly. Anyone who knew 
her would agree. 

Fern was a feminist. Fern was born ahead of her 
times in many respects. She prided herself in being 
independent at a time when women were expected 
to be sheltered. At 17 she left home and began 
working in predominantly male-dominated fields. She 
joined the Air Force just one year after they started 
accepting women. Even after she married and had 
children, she fervently held onto her independence 
and individuality. She was determined to be her own 
person. She took night classes to earn her master’s 
degree. She ran her own business. She made her ideas 
known and challenged traditional beliefs. She was a 
champion for justice and equality and, also organized 
other women to raise their voices. Her family deeply 
regrets that she did not live to see a woman become 
President of the United States.

Fern was fearless and courageous. She consistently 
challenged the confines of her society and felt 
invigorated doing so. She was ready to roll up her 
sleeves and march to battle on a moment’s notice. She 
not only stood up for herself — but she also stood up 
for others. She never stopped questioning the world 
around her but would never let anyone question her 
value or self-worth. She forged her own path in life.

Fern was a leader. She had a magnetic personality 
that drew people in within seconds. One conversation 
with her, and you were drawn in for a lifetime. One 
look into her piercingly confident blue eyes and 
you would follow her to the end of the earth. Her 
insatiable curiosity and desire to know the world and 
everyone in it were infectious. She inspired others 
to see the world differently and to live fully and in 
appreciation of each other. She was unwavering in 
her values and convictions. When Fern spoke, people 
listened, because whatever she had to say would most 
certainly be worth hearing. 

Fern was a friend. Fern was happiest when 
surrounded by her friends. She would proudly recount 
how many friends from different backgrounds and 
cultures she had in various pockets of the world. Her 

Fern was a feminist. Fern was born ahead 
of her times in many respects. 

She prided herself in being independent
 at a time when women were expected 

to be sheltered. 
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address book was filled with contact information of 
people she knew in Australia, Turkey, Germany, the 
Czech Republic, France and beyond. Over the years, 
hundreds of academics from across the globe passed 
through her home in New Haven. Unbeknownst to 
them, they were gaining lifelong membership into 
the Fern Society, a transcendental experience that left 
an indelible mark on everyone who had the fortune 
of stumbling upon it. Fern was a true cultural 
ambassador. She loved being alive. 

In remembering Fern, it is only pertinent to 
include the voices of some of Fern’s friends and 
family:

“At an event last week, we were asked to close 
our eyes for a few seconds and think of someone 
who has inspired us most. I saw Fern.”

“Fern was bigger than life during parts of 
all our lives. She lived life to the hilt, read 
prodigiously, and tried everything. Fern was a 
force to be reckoned with. She loved collaring 
politicians in person or in writing. And she 
would talk to anyone about anything. She was 
one of a kind!”

“There are some words and phrases that were 
all too characteristic of our dear Fern: ‘holy 
Smokes,’ ‘Isn’t that interesting,’ ‘fascinating,’ 
and ‘hilarious.’ open, positive, energetic words 
- just like Fern.” 

“She made a lifelong impact on me to be 
curious and to appreciate culture.”  

“The professor was talking, and Fern popped 
up on the other side of the room and said, 
‘Well, what about the women?’ I was on the 
other side of the class, but I knew I recognized 
a feminist.” 

Fern Robinson lived the last two years of her life (September 2016 to 
August 29, 2018) at the Casa de los Angeles, in Aldea Choacorral, San 
Lucas Sacatepéquez, Guatemala. She was one of the first two residents to 
live there. The loving staff, the cleanliness of the home, the excellent food 
and the peaceful environment were only some of the positive factors to be 
mentioned. It is with great gratitude that her daughter Nancy thanks the 
Director, Arturo Rivera and his senior staff, including Dr. Pablo Garcia, as 
well as the excellent nursing, psychologists and support staff, for making 
her mother’s last years of life a little easier. It was a blessing for her to 
know her mother was in good hands.

Donations can be made to UNICEF for children in Guatemala in her 
name. Those wishing to contact the family can do so by email at 
fernhrobinson2018@gmail.com
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Army Veterinarians Help Animals in  Puerto Barrios, Guatemala

FEATURED VIDEOS, GUATEMALAFEATURED VIDEOS, GUATEMALA

Animals rescued after the Guatemala volcano eruption
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The largest fitness family 
in Antigua Guatemala

Climbing Wall - Cross Training
Group Classes

Certified, Bilingual Trainers

1a Ave. Norte #7 A, La Antigua

 7832 9840
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Pregunta en tu tienda de confianza 
por los productor BROUWER.

Ask your favorite Pet Store for 
BROUWER products.

DISTRIBuIDOS POR GANORSA
DISTRIBuTED BY GANORSA

YOUR FAMILY
& YOUR PET

THE BEST
DESERVE

Tu Familia y Tu Mascota Merecen Lo Mejor
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E N G L I S H
F R E N C H

S P A N I S H
Spoken

Dr. Juan Pablo Calderón

- Vaccinations
- Surgery
- X-ray
- Dental Clinic

Mon-Fri:  8am - 1pm  &  2:30 - 6pm   -   Sat:  9am - 1pm

- Ultrasound
- Laboratory Services
- Emergencies
- Export Licenses for pets

2a Av. Sur #61B
Tels: 7832-3664

5732-4808

* Gas anesthesia

Hospital Veterinario Vet-pro

V E T E R i N A R y  C L i N i C
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Proceeds to Benefit Animal Welfare Programs

Pre-owned Furniture for 
SALE

Tienda Solidaridad Second-Hand Store offering an abundance of books, CD’s DVD’s 
(music/movies) clothing, house & kitchen wares, decorative items, and lots more.

3a avenida sur #4-A, La Antigua  -  Open MON-FRi, 9am - 5pm
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PRIME PROPERTIES 

FOR SALE
Tel: (+502) 7832-7600

centralamericaluxuryproperties.com
info@centralamericaluxuryproperties.com

2 Stories, Fireplaces, Fountain, Garden, Jacuzzi,
Lap Pool, Volcano Views.

2 Stories, Fireplaces, Garden, Gated Community
Jacuzzi, Laundry Room, Solar Power, 

Swimming Pool, Volcano Views.

CLICK FOR 3D VIRTuAL TOuR
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PRIME PROPERTIES 

FOR SALE
Tel: (+502) 7832-7600

CLICK FOR 3D VIRTuAL TOuR

centralamericaluxuryproperties.com
info@centralamericaluxuryproperties.com

2 Stories, Fire Place, Fountain,Garden,
Gated Community, Volcano Views.

Garden, Laundry Room, Lawn, Maid’s Quarters, 
Swimming Pool, Volcano Views.
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We invite you to participate in our 
MONTHLY PHOTO CONTEsT for 
November 2018 with the theme: 
FOOD OF GuATEMALA.

Please send ONE (1) HIGH RES photo 
with caption/location and your name 
& website for the credit line to: 
photos@revuemag.com

There will be prizes for winning pho-
tos  including Q.200 for both 1st Place 
categories.  More  information at: 
revuemag.com

Submissions entered by the 12th of 
October will be eligible.

rEVuE  Photo Contest
N o v e m b e r

Food of
G u a t e m a l a
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Te invitamos a participar en nuestro Concurso 
Fotográfico de Noviembre 2018 con el tema: 
COMIDA DE GuATEMALA

Enviar (1) foto en ALTA RESOLUCIÓN con el 
título,lugar donde fue tomada, su nombre y 
el sitio web para el crédito a:  
photos@revuemag.com

Photos by Pablo Méndez Garzona, Febe Avila, Guido 
De León and Evelyn Gómez.

Habrá premios para las fotos ganadoras 
incluye Q.200 para los primeros lugares.  
Para más información: revuemag.com

Serán elegibles las fotos recibidas hasta el 
12 de Octubre de 2018.

FIrsT PLACE Q200 + Q500 +
GANORSA Pet Care Package

sECOND PLACE Q100 + Q500 +
GANORSA Pet Care Package

THIrD PLACE Q50

Prizes for both Categories 
(Popular & Judges’ vote)
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“Dogs do speak, but only to those who 
know how to listen.”  —Orhan Pamuk
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“Freedom” La Antigua 
by Luisa Luna
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